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Estimation Using Tissue Tagged
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
We describe an experimental method and apparatus for the estimation of consti
parameters of soft tissue using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), in particular fo
estimation of passive myocardial material properties. MRI tissue tagged images
acquired with simultaneous pressure recordings, while the tissue was cyclically defo
using a custom built reciprocating pump actuator. A continuous three-dimensional
displacement field was reconstructed from the imaged tag motion. Cavity volume ch
and local tissue microstructure were determined from phase contrast velocity and
sion tensor MR images, respectively. The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to
the finite elasticity problem and obtain the displacement field that satisfied the ap
boundary conditions and a given set of material parameters. The material param
which best fit the FEM predicted displacements to the displacements reconstructed
the tagged images were found by nonlinear optimization. The equipment and method
validated using inflation of a deformable silicon gel phantom in the shape of a cylind
annulus. The silicon gel was well described by a neo-Hookian material law with a si
material parameter C158.7160.06 kPa, estimated independently using a rotation
shear apparatus. The MRI derived parameter was allowed to vary regionally and
estimated as C158.8060.86 kPa across the model. Preliminary results from the pass
inflation of an isolated arrested pig heart are also presented, demonstrating the feas
of the apparatus and method for isolated heart preparations. FEM based models
therefore estimate constitutive parameters accurately and reliably from MRI tagging d
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1835360#
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Introduction

The stiffness or compliance of soft tissue organs can subs
tially influence their function, and alterations in tissue mater
properties are often indicative of disease processes. Estimat
soft tissue material properties are therefore very important in
evaluation of the type or degree of pathology, or the poten
response to treatment. One major area of interest is the dias
function of the heart. Diastolic dysfunction is commonly observ
in heart failure patients, and may occur before measurable
dence of systolic dysfunction@1#. Factors influencing diastolic
function include preload~filling pressure!, afterload~wall stress!,
and the passive material properties of myocardium. Stiffening
the left ventricular myocardium leads to the impairment of fillin
which in turn results in increased ventricular filling pressure,
creased cardiac work, and decreased pump function. T
changes in the diastolic material properties of the myocardium
disease may be useful clinical indices of disease progress and
enable the quantification of treatment benefit.

Previously, uniaxial and biaxial material tests have been e
ployed to characterize the material behavior of soft tissues@2,3#.
However, these techniques often involve sectioning the tis
which introduces problems associated with the disruption of
microstructure, and the maintenance of tissue homeostasis@4#. In
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addition, these tests may not incorporate all the modes of de
mation experienced in-vivo, and are usually too invasive for cli
cal use.

Since it is not possible to estimate myocardial stiffness direc
and noninvasively, surrogate measures of compliance and func
are used clinically. These have included pressure volume lo
recorded by a conductance catheter, and the left ventricle~LV !
filling rate, wall thickening and wall motion using the tissue stra
rate from tissue Doppler or strain rate echocardiography. The
ter is becoming common in the clinical domain because it
relatively inexpensive and noninvasive; however, velocities a
strain rates can only be recorded along the axis of the ultras
transducer.

A powerful alternative technique is MRI with tissue taggin
@5,6#. In one method, known as SPAtial Modulation of Magne
zation~SPAMM! @6#, a series of saturation tags are created with
the heart immediately after the electrocardiogram~ECG! R-wave,
using a short pulse of nonselective radio frequency bursts s
rated by field gradients. The tags move with the myocardium a
deforms through the cardiac cycle, and appear as a set of
stripes on the resulting images. Images are typically acquired o
several heartbeats; the tags are reapplied at each R-wave and
with the longitudinal relaxation time constant~T1, approximately
800 ms for myocardium at 1.5 Tesla!. Image tags can be tracke
from frame to frame in multiple slices and used to reconstruct
3D deformation field@7#.

MRI can also be used to probe the tissue microstructure, u
MR diffusion tensor imaging@8,9#. This technique quantifies the
molecular diffusion of water molecules within the tissue. Cellu
membranes, organelles, larger molecules, and various com
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ments within the tissue disrupt the free diffusion of water, and
preferential direction of diffusion can provide structural inform
tion on the biological tissue. In anisotropic tissue, diffusion
characterized by a symmetric second order tensor, the eigen
tors of which give the principal directions of the tissue structu
This technique has been used to study the anisotropy in
ent in the brain, spinal column, skeletal muscle, and myocard
@8,10–12#.

The estimation of material properties requires knowledge of
stress field as well as the strain field. Unfortunately, no techni
currently exists for the direct measurement of stress in the h
wall. However, given knowledge of the loading or boundary co
ditions acting on a soft tissue structure, together with the ge
etry and material properties, it is possible to use the finite elem
~FE! method@13# to solve the resulting equations of motion an
estimate deformation and stress. Realistic FE models of the w
heart have been developed@14–16# which accommodate the com
plex 3D geometry and microstructure, large deformations
nonlinear orthotropic material laws governing myocardial tiss
behavior. These FE solutions can therefore be incorporated in
material parameter estimation procedure in which the predic
solution is optimized to the experimentally measured geome
deformation field, and applied boundary conditions.

We describe a method and apparatus for the determinatio
the passive material properties of soft tissue structures, such a
heart, using MRI tissue tagging. Cyclical deformation of the str
ture was performed using a custom built reciprocating pump
tuator under microprocessor control. Gated SPAMM tagged M
images were acquired, while the applied loads were recorded.
3D deformation field was reconstructed from the image tags
described previously@17,18#. The optimal material parameter
were found by matching the recorded boundary pressures and
aged 3D deformation to the FE solution of a nonlinear, lar
deformation, finite elasticity problem. The validation of the app
ratus and parameter optimization method was performed usi
deformable silicon gel phantom in the shape of a cylindrical
nulus. The material parameters of the gel estimated from the
optimization procedure were compared with independent mate
testing. The feasibility of the apparatus in the case of an isola
arrested porcine heart was also demonstrated.

Materials and Methods

Apparatus. In developing an apparatus for the estimation
soft tissue material properties from MRI data, we were influen
by the following design requirements:

i. Various loading patterns~flow profiles and volumes! must
be possible.

ii. Many deformation cycles are required to build up ea
tagged MR image series, using gated image acquisit
with a high degree of reproducibility between cycles.

iii. A cycle frequency of at least 0.5 Hz is required to image t
complete deformation, since MR tags fade according to
T1 exponential time constant~i.e. tag contrast reduces t
14% of initial contrast after two T1 periods!.

iv. The scanner must be triggered so that tagging and imag
are performed in synchrony with the deformation.

v. MR image artifacts must be avoided~e.g. no metal in the
imaging area, and no radio frequency sources or elec
magnetic equipment are allowed in the scanner room!.

vi. Force boundary conditions must be recorded in a man
that is not susceptible to the rapidly switched magnetic fi
gradients generated by the scanner.

vii. Physiological loading conditions and deformations must
applied ~in the case of the passive inflation of an isolat
pig heart, the stroke volume must be up to 100 mL with
maximum filling pressure of 6 kPa!.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the system. A reciproca
pump was built to inflate the heart cyclically with physiologic
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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saline. Due to its metallic and electromagnetic components,
pump was positioned outside the scanner room and was there
separated from the heart by five meters of braided tubing with
outer diameter of 18 mm and an inner diameter of 12 mm.

The cylinder of the reciprocating pump~100 cm long, 10 cm
inner diameter! was made of anodized-aluminum, treated to e
able the use of saline. The piston was driven via a lead sc
~pitch 6.3 revolutions/cm! by a stepper motor~LH2318T-
M300R10, Eastern Air Devices! and driver~D106CH, Eastern Air
Devices! capable of a maximum stepping rate of 30 kHz with
stalling force of 620 N~corresponding to a maximum pressure
79.3 kPa and a maximum flow rate of 1.86 L s21!. Stepper motor
pulse generation was provided by a microprocessor~A-Engine-
86-P, Tern! programmable in C, allowing the generation of nea
arbitrary pulse sequences and movement profiles. The micro
cessor code was downloadable from a PC using a standard s
port connection and custom written software.

The microprocessor was also programmed to gene
Transistor–Transistor Logic~TTL! pulses to signal the beginning
of a cycle. This trigger pulse was used to generate a triang
pulse 20 mV high and 30 ms long to simulate an ECG R-wa
This trigger signal was input into a scanner ECG detection sys
and used to trigger the image acquisition.

A variety of piston motion profiles were implemented, includ
ing sinusoidal, parabolic, trapezoidal, and sawtooth motions.
practice, the ability of the stepper motor actuator to perform
given motion was limited by the maximum acceleration, since
major component of the force experienced by the piston was
to acceleration of the fluid in the piston and hose. A parabo
motion profile was therefore employed to give the maximu
stroke for a given maximum acceleration and cycle frequen
since the acceleration in this case is constant in magnitude
changes sign twice per cycle.

A diaphragm pressure transducer~P23 GOULD Statham! con-
nected to a fluid filled catheter 6 m in length recorded the pressur
in the ventricle. The frequency response of the pressure transd
and catheter system was determined by recording the step
sponse to a sudden change in pressure. The response was fou
be flat with minimal lag to 30 Hz, above which appreciable la
and attenuation were observed. Since the system was used
cycle rates of less than 1 Hz, frequencies above 30 Hz were
tered from the pressure signal during acquisition. An analog l
on a data acquisition card~DAQCARD-1200 National Instru-
ments! was used to acquire the pressure signal at 300 Hz
counter recorded the number of gating signals sent.

The control software was written in Tcl/Tk 8.2 and the acqu
sition software was written in LabVIEW~LabVIEW 6i, National
Instruments!. Data acquisition card and microprocess
control lines were driven by a 233 MHz laptop computer~Acer
Computers!.

Fig. 1 A schematic showing the design of the apparatus used
for both the gel and isolated heart inflation experiments. All
electrical equipment was required to be outside the scanner
room. Open loop control was used to control the piston pump.
A TTL pulse was sent from the control unit at the commence-
ment of each cycle. This pulse was converted to a triangle
pulse to trigger the scanner image acquisition.
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 149
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Gel Phantom. A silicon gel ~Sylgard 527, Dow Corning! de-
formable MR phantom was cast in the shape of a cylindrical
nulus. This gel has similar magnetic relaxation time constants~T1
and T2! to heart muscle, and has previously been used to valid
reconstruction of 3D deformation and strain from MR tagged i
ages@19#. In addition, this gel can reproduce a range of mate
stiffnesses and has been used to validate a device for meas
soft tissue shear behavior@4#. The MR phantom had an oute
diameter of 100 mm, an inner diameter of 45 mm, and a heigh
85 mm. The two end faces were fixed by attachment to top
bottom plates with silicon sealant, while the cylindrical inner a
outer boundaries of the phantom were free to deform with
surface tractions.

The gel components~453 g of resin and 226.5 g of catalys!
were mixed using a magnetic stirrer for 17 minutes, placed i
sealed chamber, and degassed with a vacuum water pump t
move air bubbles. The mixture was then poured slowly into
annular mold. In addition, some of the same mixture was pou
into a smaller cylindrical annulus mold~16 mm inner diameter, 38
mm outer diameter, and 24 mm height! for independent rotationa
shear testing. All samples were cured at 40°C for 16 hours.

Gel Material Testing. In order to provide an independen
measure of the material properties of the silicon gel used in
construction of the MR phantom, a rotational shear test was
formed using the smaller cylindrical annulus, as described by
kos et al.@4#. After curing, the end faces of the shear test annu
mould were carefully removed, leaving the inner and outer m
cylinders bonded to the inner and outer gel diameters. The
annulus was then mounted in a rotational shear device, w
fixed the inner cylinder and allowed the outer cylinder to rot
freely. Various loads were applied to the outer cylinder to indu
rotation via two parallel strings attached horizontally in groov
inscribed on the outer cylinder. Material markers consisting of fi
particles of graphite were placed on the topmost surface of the
and imaged using a high-resolution camera~Camelia 4M,
ATMEL !. Individual particles were manually tracked and the
center of mass was used to calculate the deformation. An inc
pressible neo-Hookian strain energy function has previously b
found to give good approximations to extension and shear tes
the silicon gel@4#. Assuming this form of material law, the ana
lytic solution to the rotational shear test is given by

v

F
C15

A~a222R22!

4ph
(1)

wherev is the angular rotation of a particular material point,F is
the force applied to the outer cylinder,A anda are the outer and
inner radii of the annulus,R is the radial position of the materia
point, h is the height of the annulus, andC1 is the neo-Hookian
material constant. The material parameter was estimated by
forming a linear least squares fit of the above equation to
imaged material marker positions and displacements.

Isolated Heart Preparation. A 22 kg pig was initially anaes-
thetized with zoletil and then maintained with 2.5% halothane
oxygen. The right femoral artery was cannulated to monitor a
rial pressure and a pigtail catheter was inserted into the left v
tricle via the right carotid artery. A median and left lateral thor
cotomy was performed to expose the heart. The left main coron
artery and right coronary artery were dissected near their ori
and ties loosely placed for coronary occlusion after arrest.
animal was heparinized~100 IU/kg! via the right carotid artery
catheter. A snare was placed around the aorta and the hear
arrested by injection of cold potassium citrate~60 mL, 15%! into
the left ventricle via the catheter, while simultaneously tighten
the aortic snare, thereby perfusing the heart with potassium ci
via the coronary arteries and causing immediate arrest in a rel
state. The heart was then rapidly removed and rinsed in cold
line, before being perfused with 2,3-butanedione monoaxime~2,3-
BDM! ~200 mL, 50 mM in saline! through cannulae inserted int
150 Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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the right and left coronary ostia. The coronary arteries were t
occluded using the previously placed snares to stop any su
quent flow through the aorta entering the coronary network.

A slit was made in the left atrium to allow access to the mit
valve. A large-bore cannula with an annular disk on the end w
introduced through the mitral valve, and a thread looped aro
the cordae tendineae, and tied tight to the cannula above the
A second disk was then screwed down on to the valve leafl
clamping them between the upper and lower disks and formin
seal. The aortic valve was made incompetent by incising the l
lets and a large diameter cannula introduced in the aorta
sealed with a snare about the aorta. The heart was placed
Plexiglas box ~16031603160 mm! with cannula protruding
through holes in the lid and filled with chilled saline.

Image Acquisition. MR imaging was performed using a stan
dard clinical MRI scanner~Siemens Symphony 1.5 Tesla MR
with a maximum gradient amplitude of 25 mT/m and a slew r
of 42 T/m/s!. The Plexiglas container was filled with physiolog
cal saline solution and was clamped into a standard head coil.
mitral cannula was attached to the reciprocating pump tube
the aortic cannula attached to the pressure line. Standard a
coronal, and sagittal scouts were obtained~thickness 3.0 mm,
spacing 3.0 mm, 32 slices, field of view~FOV! 1353180 mm for
the heart and 2003200 mm for the phantom! spanning the region
of interest.

Deformation Imaging. SPAMM tagged images were acquire
~FOV 2003200 mm, 6 mm slice thickness, 5 deg flip angle, 1
3256 matrix, 16 phases, and 5 mm stripe spacing in a grid
tern! at six short axis positions, and at thirty-degree increme
about the central axis of the left-ventricle or phantom. A se
mented k-space gradient-echo turboFLASH imaging sequen
was used~seven lines per segment, repetition time TR5188 ms,
echo time TE54 ms, 2 averages!, requiring 38 deformation cycles
per image slice to acquire. In addition, anatomical untagged
dient echo images were acquired~five lines per segment, TR5176
ms, TE54.8 ms, no averages! in order to determine the geometr
of the heart.

Flow Imaging. In order to obtain an independent measure
the ventricular or phantom inflow and outflow during the defo
mation cycle, phase contrast velocity MR images were acquire
the level of the mitral inlet~FOV 1503150 mm, 5 mm slice
thickness, 2563256 matrix, 64 phases!, gated on every alternate
R-wave so that the entire cycle was acquired. These allowed
calculation of volume inflow and outflow through the mitral ca
nula throughout the deformation cycle.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging. After the deformation experiments
diffusion tensor imaging was performed with the heart at z
transmural pressure, in order to obtain information on the tis
microstructure. A pulsed gradiant spin echo diffusion seque
with echo planar imaging and slice readout~2D multislice acqui-
sition, 12 contiguous axial slices, 5 mm slice thickness, TR/
14589.0/100.06 ms, no averages! was modified to acquire
diffusion-weighted images as described by Basser and Pierp
@9#. Six diffusion gradient direction images~along with a zero-
weighted image! were acquired per slice, with diffusion weightin
~b! values of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 s/mm2 in each direction,
resulting in a data set of 28 images per slice. These were use
estimate the six independent components of the diffusion tenso
described below.

Image Data Analysis. Contours marking the inner and oute
boundaries of the gel phantom were delineated by hand on e
image separately using the Spammvu software package@20#. The
boundaries of the heart were determined from the untagged
ages using guide point modeling@21#. In this procedure a 3D FE
model of the left ventricle was interactively fitted to the imag
boundaries. The model was then imposed on the tagged imag
Transactions of the ASME
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provide inner and outer boundaries, using the registered posit
of the images. Tags were tracked throughout the cycle using
tom written software that implements an active contour meth
for semi-automated tag tracking@7#.

The 3D displacement was reconstructed from the tracked im
tags using previously described and validated methods@17,19#.
Initially ~in the first frame, shortly after tag creation! the tags are
straight and orthogonal to the image planes. Each stripe poin
each subsequent~deformed! frame therefore provides a one
dimensional constraint on the displacement back to the in
frame: i.e. the displacement orthogonal to the original tag plan
known but the displacements parallel to the tag plane are
Taken together, the orthogonal tag planes then provide a full
set of displacements. A FE model was fitted to the inner and o
boundaries in each deformed frame, and the displacement to
initial frame was fitted to the tracked image tag displaceme
Since the tags only track motion perpendicular to the tagg
plane, the following error function was minimized to reconstru
the initial configuration:

E~x!5S~x!1(
t

$nT~ t !•@x~jt!2xt#%
2, (2)

whereE(x) is the error,S(x) is a Sobolov smoothing matrix use
to regularize the problem in regions of low data@7#, n is the unit
vector perpendicular to the tagging planeT associated with data
point t, x(j t) is the model embedded data point, andxt is the
tracked tag point. This process effectively reconstructs the
motion of the material points on the tag stripes.

Flow encoded phase images were masked by applying a thr
old to the magnitude component images, and the velocity~phase
component! images were then integrated over the area of the
flow pipe to obtain the flow rate. Flow rates were then numerica
integrated over time to obtain the flow~stroke volume! profile.

The 3D diffusivity tensor was calculated using a modified v
sion of the method outlined by Basser and Pierpaoli@9#. Since
multiple b values had been acquired, a plot of ln(A/A0) vs b ~A and
A0 being the signal value in the diffusion weighted image and
signal value in the zero-weighted image, respectively! should be
linear, with the slope related to the diffusivity in the gradie
direction. Therefore, slopes of this relation were found for all
directions and the following equations solved for the six indep
dent components of the diffusivity tensor:

si522r i
TDr i (3)

where si is the slope of the ln(Ai /A0) relationship,r i is the ith
diffusion direction, andD is the diffusivity tensor. The dominan
diffusion direction is given by the eigenvector associated with
largest eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor. In the heart, this co
sponds to the mean muscle fiber direction in the imaged vo
@10–12#.

The Mathematical Model. The motions and stresses within
deformable object can be found using the Finite Element Met
~FEM! to solve the equations of motion arising from the theory
finite elasticity@13,16#.

In the case of the silicon gel phantom, material tests h
shown that the neo-Hookian material law gives acceptable ag
ment between theoretical and experimental behavior@4#. This law
has a single material constant in the strain energy function:

W5C1~ I 123! (4)

In the case of myocardium, various transversely isotropic
orthotropic nonlinear strain energy functions have been propo
Examples include a Fung exponential transversely isotropic
@22–24# and an orthotropic ‘‘pole-zero’’ law@25–27#, which is
based on the laminar architecture of the heart. Recently, Crisc
et al. @28# have shown that myocardial material laws written a
function of principal invariants are fundamentally ill-posed
terms of estimating material parameters. Since the current stu
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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concerned with methodology and apparatus, we leave the in-d
characterization and estimation of particular myocardial mate
laws to future studies. An initial attempt at estimating mater
parameters is presented to demonstrate the feasibility of
method, using the transversely-isotropic Fung-type exponentia
used previously by Guccione@23# and shown below:

W5
1

2
C~eb1ef f

2
1b2~err

2
1ess

2
12esrers!12b3~ef ses f1ef rer f !21! (5)

where C1 , b1 , b2 , and b3 are material constants andei j are
components of the Lagrangian strain tensorE referred to the local
fibre ~f!, transmural or radial~r! and cross-fiber~s! coordinates.
This material law implies material symmetry about the mus
fiber direction,f, which is defined in the FE model using the fitte
fibers from the diffusion tensor MRI.

In the case of the isolated arrested heart, the boundary co
tions are the LV cavity pressure and the attachment of the m
and aortic cannulae. In the gel phantom, the boundary condit
are the applied pressure and the fixed ends. Both the gel pha
and heart were suspended in physiological saline to remove b
forces.

The finite elasticity equations were solved with the Galerk
finite element method, using isoparametric tri-cubic Herm
8-node elements@16#, in the CMISS FEM package@29#, a custom
software program developed specifically for use with high or
basis functions and finite deformation elasticity. A cylindrical a
nulus FE model was custom built to characterize the deforma
silicon gel phantom. A variety of mesh resolutions were cons
ered to determine the level of mesh refinement required to ob
a converged solution to the finite elasticity problem. The deform
tion profiles of each mesh were compared in a simulated de
mation of 6 kPa applied internal pressure load and neo-Hook
parameter of 6.5 kPa, in order to test for convergence of the
model stress solution.

Estimation of Material Properties. The basic estimation al-
gorithm was as follows:

1. Determine the reference~no load! geometry, and initial esti-
mates for material parameters.

2. Use the FE model with measured boundary conditions
solve the finite elasticity problem and predict deformed g
ometry and stress.

3. Compare model deformation with 3D deformation reco
structed from the imaged tags.

4. If the objective function is too large, adjust material para
eters and repeat steps 2–3.

The objective function was defined to be:

e5(
i 51

N

ixi2x~ji ;C!i2
2 (6)

whereN is the number of reconstructed data points,x is the de-
formed data point within the sample, andx~j;C! is the predicted
location of the data point in the deformed mesh, obtained us
the material parametersC. The material parameters were assum
constant within each element of the model, but in general co
vary from element to element.

The sequential quadratic programming~SQP! optimization
technique was used to adjust the material parameters in ord
minimize the objective function@30#. Briefly, SQP involves the
solution of a quadratic problem with linearized constraints at e
step in the optimization process. This has an analytic solution
can be solved directly. In addition, it then performs a line sea
to find an improved position. The Hessian is approximated us
the local gradient, as is common for sums of squares proble
The SQP method requires the evaluation of derivatives of
objective function with respect to the optimization variables~the
material parameters!. These derivatives were not available analy
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 151
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cally and so were computed using finite difference estimati
Initial estimates of the material parameters for the gel were ta
from previous shear experiments@4# and published estimates from
a cylindrical approximation for canine myocardium were used
initial estimates of parameters for the porcine myocardium (C1
51.2, b1526.7,b252.0, andb3514.7) @23#. Constraints on the
material parameters were placed to ensure they remain within
its ~for the neo-Hookian case the bounds were 1.0,C1
,15.0 kPa).

For each optimization iteration, a series of finite elasticity pro
lems must be solved: one for the current solution and one for e
finite difference derivative approximation. For each of these
solutions the solver is started from the previous solution. T
finite elasticity code allowed the calculation of the individual e
ement stiffness matrices to be performed in parallel on sepa
processors. A combined relative and absolute tolerance of 0.00
the L2 norm of the change in the material parameters was use
the convergence criterion for the optimization.

Sensitivity of Estimated Parameters to Tag Data. Monte
Carlo simulations were performed to estimate the degree to w
noise in the input data~i.e. the tracked 3D material displacemen
of the imaged points! affects the estimated material paramete
The models used for the simulations were the same as those
for the estimation of material properties from the MR imag
Material parameters were chosen to be the values estimated
the MR images. The finite elasticity problem was then solved
the same applied pressure loading. From this model, simulated
tag displacement data were generated using the same tag re
tion as in the MR experiments. Normally distributed noise w
then added to the 3D displacement data at various levels. S
the root mean squared~RMS! error in 3D tag displacement recon
struction is typically close to the image pixel size@19,31,32#, the
simulations were performed using normally distributed zero m
noise with standard deviations of 0.4, 0.8~approximately equal to
the image pixel size!, 1.6, and 3.2 mm.

The simulated 3D data point displacements were then use
the parameter estimation procedure to calculate the materia
rameters. This was repeated 10 times for each noise level
number of frames to estimate the variance in the fitted mate
parameters.

Results

Gel Phantom. The gel phantom was imaged while underg
ing an inflation/deflation cycle with a period of 1.2 s in which th
piston position was controlled in a parabolic motion profile with
stroke volume of 40 mL. The range of pressures recorded
approximately 0–3.1 kPa. The pressure recording was aver
into bins corresponding to each frame in the MR image seque
Examples of SPAMM tagged images at tag creation and at
frame corresponding to maximum internal pressure are show
Fig. 2. Due to compliance in the 6 m length tube, the flow profile
and stroke volume were somewhat different at the gel than at
piston.

Several refinements of mesh resolution were constructed to
tain a converged FE solution to the gel phantom deformat
Tri-cubic Hermite basis functions were used to describe geom
and deformation withC1 continuity between elements. A tri-linea
basis function was used to describe the hydrostatic pressure w
each element. The convergence of the FE solution is illustrate
Fig. 3, which shows the displacement in the outward direction
points on a radial line going from inner to outer surfaces in
equatorial plane. It can be seen that a model consisting of
element transmurally, four elements longitudinally and eight e
ments circumferentially was sufficient to describe the deform
tion, with further refinements giving the same profile.

A neo-Hookian material law was assumed with the mate
parameter constrained to be constant within each element,
allowed to vary between elements. The same 32-element m
152 Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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was used in the tag reconstruction process and the paramete
timation procedure. Parameter estimation required seven itera
to converge and took approximately 2 hours to run on an IB
Regatta using eight Power4 processors. The parameters ave
8.80 kPa, with a standard deviation of 0.86 kPa, over all eleme
The FE model is shown in relation to the SPAMM tagged imag
together with the resulting circumferential extension ratio in F
4.

A simpler problem with a constant material parameter throu
out the model was also solved, and the optimum material par
eter was 8.91 kPa.

Fig. 2 Typical axial SPAMM tagged images showing inflation
of the deformable silicon gel phantom. The long axis of the
phantom is aligned vertically in the image. Region A is water
inside the inner cavity, region B is the silicon gel annulus, and
region C is water outside the gel phantom. Note tag fading in
the gel relative to free water outside the gel, due to the shorter
gel T1 relaxation time constant. Dark and light lines denote in-
ner and outer boundaries, respectively, and points denote
tracked tag saturation stripes. „a… Zero relative internal pres-
sure; „b… 3.1 kPa relative internal pressure.
Transactions of the ASME
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Rotational Shear Testing Validation. The rotational shear
test specimen and material markers are shown in Fig. 5~a!. The
tracked displacements of 15 markers on the top surface of
rotational shear test specimen at four different load states w
used to estimate the material parameterC1 in Eq. ~1! by linear
least squares. Figure 5~b! shows a plot of the resulting left and
right hand side terms in Eq.~1! and the line of best fit. The
estimated material parameter wasC158.7160.06 kPa ~slope
6std. error of the estimated slope!.

Confidence Limits on Estimated Parameters. Using the fit-
ted parameters, we simulate synthetic data sets by adding
mally distributed random noise to the data set. The method
applied to each of the synthetic data sets and a set of param
estimated; by computing the variance in these parameter sets
can create confidence intervals that are valid for the modeled

Fig. 3 Radial displacement profile at the centerline with vari-
ous mesh resolutions for the cylindrical gel phantom model.
The legend refers to the number of elements in the circumfer-
ential, longitudinal, and radial directions, respectively. All mod-
els overlie the 8 Ã4Ã1 model, except the 4 Ã1Ã1 model.

Fig. 4 SPAMM tagged image and gel phantom finite element
model. The color map shows the circumferential extension ra-
tio, while lines show boundaries of the phantom model.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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ror. Ten Monte Carlo simulations of the parameter estimation p
cedure were then performed, with normally distributed zero me
0.8 mm std. dev. noise added to the tag displacement data. U
a single material parameter across the whole model, a 95% c
fidence interval for the estimated material parameter w
~8.81,8.99!. In the case of a spatially varying material parame
which was allowed to vary over the 32 elements of the model,
average 95% confidence interval was~8.49,9.08!.

Isolated Heart Tests. The isolated arrested heart was imag
while undergoing an inflation/deflation cycle of period 1.2 s
which the piston was controlled in a parabolic motion profile wi
a stroke volume of 16 ml. The range of pressures recorded
0–2 kPa. Sample long and short-axis SPAMM tagged image
the initial and maximum pressure frames are shown in Fig.
Mitral flow was calculated from the phase contrast MR veloc
images and Fig. 7 shows the resulting pressure–volume relat
ship. A nonlinear compliance is evident, together with hystere
due the viscoelastic effects, which is commonly observed in i
lated heart experiments.

Figure 8 shows the fiber field estimated for the diffusio
weighted images. Initial FE estimated material parameters use
spatially constant Fung-type exponential law, with four mater
parameters. The fitted parameters, from Eq.~5! fitted, wereC
53.00, b1511.09,b251.76, andb3510.00. This corresponded
to a RMS error of 0.24 mm per data point. The correlation b
tween the fitted parameters was significant, withb2 andb3 having
a correlation of 0.83, indicating that these parameters are cou

Fig. 5 „a… Plan view of the rotational shear test apparatus. Mo-
ment couple F is applied to the outer cylinder, which is free to
rotate with respect to the inner „fixed … cylinder. „b… Rotational
shear test results for four different loading states and 15 radial
positions. The plot shows the normalized data and fitted curve
„slope C1Ä8.72 kPa; R2Ä0.9974….
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 153
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Fig. 6 Tagged MRI from the isolated heart passive inflation. Dark lines denote
endocardial myocardial LV boundaries and light lines denote epicardial LV
boundaries. Points denote tracked tag stripe points. „a… Short axis 0 kPa; „b…
short axis 1.5 kPa, „c… long axis 0 kPa; „d… long axis 1.5 kPa.
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and may not be accurately determined by the data. However, t
parameters were similar in magnitude to those reported previo
by Guccione et al.@23# from the passive inflation of isolated ar
rested dog hearts (C151.2, b1526.7,b252.0, andb3514.7.)

Monte-Carlo simulations around these parameters were
formed at RMS noise levels of 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, and 3.2 mm. In
estimation procedure, we included one, three, or five frames of
MR sequence in the optimization procedure. The standard de

Fig. 7 The dynamic pressure–volume relationship for the pas-
sively inflated heart, inflated with a period of 1.5 s
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tion of the estimated parameters as a percentage of the me
tabulated in Table 1, which shows that with increasing levels
noise it is insufficient to use a single frame to estimate the c
stitutive parameters.

Discussion

Material Parameter Estimation. A method for the charac-
terization of soft tissue material properties has been develo
based on FE modeling of MRI tissue tagged images. MR tis
tagging is used as a noninvasive method for accurate recons
tion of the 3D deformation field within the soft tissue structur
O’Dell et al. @33# have performed similar MR tagging exper
ments in isolated arrested dog hearts. They note that the reg
wall thickness and geometry of the LV is an important factor
relation to the observed heterogeneity in passive strain. Howe
we are not aware of any previous report on the validation
material parameter estimation using this method.

We used displacement data in our objective function, in orde
keep the error function as separate as possible from the m
formulation. The use of strain in the error function would requ
a strain estimation, which in our implementation is derived fro
the model itself. We have an independent measure of the accu
of the tracked tag data, but we do not have an independent m
sure of the accuracy of the reconstructed stains.
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MR tissue tagging methods are limited by the relatively coa
resolution of tags~typically 5–7 mm!. Recently, a number of
novel methods have been proposed for high-resolution displa
ment@34,35#, or velocity@36# mapping using MRI. These have th
potential to reconstruct displacement at every pixel in the ima
and may allow the application of material parameter estimation
regional disease such as sub-transmural infarction. In addit
small animal hearts~e.g. mice! can be imaged using small-bor
high field MR scanners@37#, allowing material parameter estima
tion to be used in small animal disease models.

Fig. 8 „a… Fiber angle „defined as the angle to the imaging
plane … calculated from diffusion imaging. Gray is parallel to the
image plane. The fitted fiber angles on the fitted LV geometry. A
linear basis was used through the wall, and three different
transmural locations are shown here, starting on the left the
endocardial fibers „b…, the midwall „c…, and the epicardial fibers
„d….

Table 1 Standard deviations of material parameters in Monte-
Carlo simulations with varying amounts of noise and numbers
of frames included in the optimization

Noise ~mm! Frames C1 b1 b2 b3

0.4 1 5% 4% 3% 4%
3 1% 1% 1% 1%
5 1% 1% 1% 1%

0.8 1 10% 7% 7% 13%
3 1% 2% 1% 2%
5 2% 2% 2% 3%

1.6 1 21% 16% 13% 22%
3 4% 4% 7% 5%
5 6% 4% 6% 8%

3.2 1 57% 28% 20% 43%
3 15% 12% 14% 20%
5 6% 5% 9% 9%
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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One advantage of this method over traditional material tes
of small tissue specimens is that whole organs can be tes
avoiding the disruption of the tissue which often results fro
specimen preparation. Disadvantages of the technique include
need for repeatable cyclic deformation actuated within a M
scanner, the relatively complex geometries and tissue microst
ture that must be modeled, and the relative lack of control
prescribed deformations. The latter two constraints require th
sophisticated FE solution procedure be adopted, which can m
the material properties relative to the tissue microstructure. T
technique allows for spatially varying material properties to
modeled and estimated, as in the current study. MRI can also
used to provide detailed information on the geometry via hig
resolution 3D imaging methods, and tissue architecture via di
sion tensor imaging@8–12#. Recently, Tseng et al.@38# showed
that it might also be possible to measure myocardial laminar s
orientation from diffusion tensor imaging. This information cou
then be incorporated in micro-structurally based material la
@27#.

Gel Phantom Validation. Validation of the method and ap
paratus using a deformable silicone gel phantom provided a g
measure of the ability of the system to determine soft tissue
terial properties. The main aim of the gel phantom experime
was not to characterize the material behavior of the gel in de
but to provide an independent measure of material propertie
the case of a simple but realistic material law. Previously,
neo-Hookean law has been found to give a good approximatio
the gel material behavior@4#, and a similar gel phantom was use
to validate the FE method of 3D displacement reconstruction fr
multi-slice MR tagged images@7#. The parameter estimation
method was found to be unbiased~mean difference around 1%!
and accurate~coefficient of variation of 9.8%!.

The average estimate of the regionally varying gel material
rameter was very close to the estimate of a constant paramete
expected since the gel material properties should indeed be ho
geneous. In the heart, we might expect some degree of region
heterogeneity in the material properties, varying for instance fr
apex to base. In addition, regional disease such as myoca
infarction produces heterogeneous material properties around
heart. The ability to regionally vary material parameters, as de
onstrated in the current study, will be useful in these applicatio

Isolated Heart Tests. An experimental procedure was als
devised and tested for the investigation of isolated heart prep
tions. In the absence of a homogeneous orthotropic material w
can form MRI phantoms like the silicon gel used in this stud
independent validation in the orthotropic case is not possi
However, the Monte-Carlo simulations in the case of the G
cione material law~Table 1! show that the parameters of th
particular transversely isotropic material law can be accura
reconstructed from the MR data, dependent on the noise level
the number of frames included in the optimization. Of note is t
is seems insufficient to characterize the material parameters
the high noise simulations using only a single frame, multip
frames are required this could simply be a matter of more d
better defining the parameters or perhaps an increase in the r
of available strains. The best form of material law for myoc
dium, and possible regional variations, are interesting topics
future study.

The parameters found are similar to those characterized by
cione@23# in the study of inflated canine hearts. Although an ex
correspondence was not necessarily expected due to differenc
the experiment and modeling method, specifically this method
data rich method which utilizes data from the entire heart resul
in a set of averaged parameters. Differences between species
been documented and also parameters have been found to
regionally within the heart, specifically transmurally@40#.

One novel aspect of our protocol was that the chordae tendo
linking the papillary muscles with the mitral valve were not c
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 155
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lly
and we did not use a balloon inside the LV cavity. Many previo
studies on isolated arrested hearts have included a flexible ba
inside the LV, but this may influence the resulting material pro
erties and may impose surface tractions on the LV endocar
surface.

Limitations and Future Work. The reciprocating pump ap
paratus was sufficient for the volumes and cycle periods use
the current study, but is limited by the physical distance from
specimen to the pump imposed by the MR scanner. Thus, c
frequencies of more than 0.8 Hz were not possible for str
volumes greater than 60 mL. The compliance of the hose m
that the stroke volume and flow experienced in the scanner w
somewhat different from that imposed at the pump. Min
changes in the apparatus~such as positioning the pump closer
the imaging area, or pneumatic valves close to the heart! will
allow a greater range of volumes and frequencies. In addition,
reciprocating pump apparatus can also be used in studies inv
gating fluid mechanics problems, such as aortic flow, using ve
ity encoded MRI.

The choice of appropriate material law formulation for he
myocardium is currently an open research topic. Recen
Criscione et al.@28# have demonstrated that the classical expr
sion of hyperelastic materials in terms of strain invariants is f
damentally ill posed in terms of parameter estimation. They p
pose alternative formulations based on strain attributes which
chosen to minimize the correlation between terms in the mate
law. Myocardial material laws based on this formulation sh
promise for material parameter estimation from MR displacem
data, by reducing the correlation between fitted parameters~as
found in the current study! and thereby improving the accuracy o
the parameter estimation.

The ultimate aim of this work is to characterize the mater
properties of the heart in vivo. However, this will require th
noninvasive estimation of LV filling pressure and other bound
conditions. In this case, the passive material properties could
determined from the late diastolic filling and atrial contraction

The use of the isolated heart preparation to determine myo
dial material parameters is not new@23#; however, MRI allows the
noninvasive estimation of strain throughout the heart, and
hope that these methods can be extended to the in-vivo situa
One limitation with this method is that not all modes of deform
tion may be optimally present in the data, leading to under c
strained parameters for some terms of the material law. O
experimental preparations may be better for the unique dete
nation of all parameters@39#.

The error function used penalized the error between the trac
and modeled data point positions. This is not the only poss
formulation for example components of strain could be used
provide a measure of error that is not affected by rigid body tra
formation. We used displacement data because its accuracy
been independently validated.

Conclusions
The apparatus and method developed in this study was cap

of the accurate estimation of material parameters under contro
cyclical deformation conditions. Independent material tests
Monte Carlo simulations showed that the material parameters
timated were accurate and precise. Using this method, it will
possible to derive accurate estimates of regional soft tissue m
rial properties in isolated heart preparations from MRI tiss
tagged images.
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